Introducing concerns about land fertility for landlords in a Principal -Agent model of sharecropping with moral hazard, we show that the optimal contract under limited commitment reflects a trade-off between production and land quality maintenance. Using data from the Philippines, a model where the leasing out and contract choices are simultaneous is estimated and avoids the selectivity bias of observed contracts. Landlords prefer to use more incentive contracts for more fertile plots and less incentive ones when crop choices induce land overuse. Empirical tests reject the model of pure risk sharing in production and show the interest of taking land quality maintenance into account. D
Introduction
The efficiency of share tenancy has mainly been studied in a static framework. Stiglitz (1974) points out that share contracts are second best choices because they result from a trade-off between incentives to work and risk sharing. In the transaction cost approach (Allen and Lueck, 1993) , the type of agricultural contracts are determined by contracting costs. Yet, Johnson (1950) wrote: ''When a man sells a bushel of wheat, he has no interest in the use to which the wheat is put and is consequently willing to sell to the highest bidder. However, when a man sells the use of land, he has a real interest in how the land will be used. Consequently, the choice of tenant is never made without considering what the impact of the tenancy will be upon the value of the asset.'' It seems relevant for the landlord to take into account the dynamics of land fertility. When this dynamic is explicitly formalized, it remains to be proven that static arguments about efficiency are still valid. In a dynamic model, we might have to derive the way incentives are designed according to the management of land fertility.
In most share-tenancy models, the landowner's objective is to maximize expected utility which depends on net benefit, effort supply and the contract shape (Stiglitz, 1974; Eswaran and Kotwal, 1985; Singh, 1989; Otsuka et al., 1992) . Among the papers adopting a dynamic framework, none allow for a dynamic dependence of land fertility on cultivating choice. Dutta et al. (1989) analyze the efficiency problem when the relationship is infinitely repeated and the landlord uses threats of eviction. Bose (1993) , shows how infinitely long fixed rent contracts interlinked with credit agreements between a landowner and a peasant bring a more efficient allocation of resources when investment is needed. Otsuka et al. (1993) examine long-term agrarian contracts to show that share tenancy is more efficient than fixed wage permanent labor. Other models take into account some aspects of land characteristics and land fertility with a transaction cost approach. Allen and Lueck (1992) analyze the choice between cash rent and crop share contracts; they argue that a share contract can curb the farmer's incentive to exploit land attributes. Bardhan (1984, chap. 7) , Braverman and Stiglitz (1986) show how production sharing and cost sharing give more efficient incentives on a fertilizer input and a non-observable labor effort. Bardhan (1984, chap. 8) shows with a two period model the trade-off between production incentives, enhanced in first period by a dismissal threat from the landowner, and land improvement incentives decreasing with a more powered contract.
An important issue modelled here is that agricultural activity during a crop season affects future production because land fertility is governed by an investment function depending on the past fertility level and the cultivator's effort. Agent's actions are not observable to the Principal and contracts are incomplete because they cannot be contingent on land fertility. The landowner's intertemporal utility is defined as a function of all future net benefits due to his property right. Considering a sequence of short-term contracts, the shape of the utility of the Principal is markedly different from what results in standard moral hazard models, since it includes the value of land. The repeated moral hazard theory does not consider this case because in most of them, Agent's actions don't modify future production technology (Rogerson, 1985; Lambert, 1983) . Fudenberg et al. (1990) and Malcomson and Spinnewyn (1988) , in a repeated moral hazard relationship, study the possibility to implement long-term contracts, which are Pareto superior to short-term agreements (Radner, 1985; Rubinstein and Yaari, 1983) , by sequences of spot contracts. We know that short-term renegotiable contracts achieve long-run efficiency when there is no informational asymmetry at contracting dates Salanié, 1990, 1996) but spot contracting may fail to optimally smooth agent's consumption. Here, we consider different informational conditions because contracts are incomplete and last for one period in an environment where long-term full commitment is not credible.
We derive the optimal second best linear contract, which is different from Stiglitz (1974) . For example, if risk neutrality is assumed, the optimal contract is not a fixed rent contract but a sharecropping one. Low powered incentives (in the sense of Williamson, 1985) come from the presence of efforts leading to fertility damages though they are productive in the short-term. As in Baker (1992) , the gap between the Principal's objective and the Agent's performance measure leads to distortions in efforts. We show how the optimal sharing rule depends on land fertility, production and land investment functions (and Agent's risk aversion). Then we obtain empirically testable implications of the model relating the choice of contract and land value when the production effort can reduce the land fertility because of land overuse. Lueck (1993, 1996) show on American data how transaction cost considerations could explain the determinants of choices between cash rent and crop share contracts. The idea of the transaction cost approach telling that the tenant and the landlord have different interests in the exploitation of land attributes arises endogenously in our model. We implement empirical tests between predictions of the pure risk sharing model (Stiglitz, 1974) and the present dynamic model using Philippine data. The empirical study shows that fixed rent contracts are preferred to sharecropping for most fertile plots and that sharecropping is preferred when crops inciting to land overuse, such as corn, are grown. Our results seem to be robust to various specification tests, in particular, with respect to the presence of heterogeneity between landowners. A main contribution of the paper is also that, unlike empirical studies on share tenancy, we avoid the selection bias of observed contracts (selected upon participation), by estimating the simultaneous choice to lease out and of type of contract. A recent contribution by Ackerberg and Botticini (2000a,b) underlines a related issue concerning the potential endogenous matching of landlords and tenants in the contractual relationship.
Section 2 presents the micro-economic model. In Section 3, the empirical study implements tests of some predictions of the model. In Section 4, we conclude and comment on the development policy implications of our empirical results. Actually, according to our model, reforms of contractual institutions may have some significant impact on land qualities. In addition to the usual need for insurance of rural households, provided by sharecropping, our model suggests that the impossibility to commit credibly to long-term agreements may also justify less incentive contracts to minimize land overuse incentives. Moreover, we discuss how landowners' decisions to lease out land may be affected by the set of possible contracts used which influence the access to land for tenants through the land rental market. Appendices are cited at the end of the article.
A dynamic model of contracting
In this section, we present a Principal -Agent model with moral hazard taking into account the endogenous evolution of land fertility in share-tenancy.
Production, information and preferences
The agricultural production function is assumed to be linear homogenous with respect to land area (as generally admitted, Otsuka et al., 1992) . For a fixed amount of land, y t is the agricultural output in period t, e t an index of peasant's work effort defined as the efficient labor time (decision variable), 1 and x t À 1 an index of land fertility at the end of period t À 1 (state variable). The agricultural production function C is such that y t = v t C(x t À 1 , e t ), where v t is a multiplicative positive random variable with mean one representing weather uncertainty. Dynamics of land fertility are described by an investment function x t = e t g (x t À 1 , e t ) where e t is a mean one positive random variable, which represents weather shocks. The general form of g includes cases where x t has a timeinvariant component related to a particular land characteristic. We hereafter, do the following assumption:
Basic assumption. f (.,.) is increasing in both arguments and globally concave. g (.,.) is increasing in x, non-increasing in e and globally concave.
We study the relationship between a landowner (Principal) and a peasant (Agent) who rents land under a contractual arrangement. The production is observable and verifiable. Agent's actions are unobservable by the Principal, the source of moral hazard because monitoring costs are assumed prohibitively high (Otsuka et al., 1992) . We assume that land fertility has no contractible value because it is not verifiable, though observable, which is consistent with the casual observation which shows that contracts are never complete and do not include conditions on land fertility. At each crop season, the landowner can contract with a tenant for the current period but cannot commit himself to more than one period. Though nothing prevents him to sign a contract with the same tenant again, contracts are signed for one season only.
2 The impossibility to commit is a simplifying assumption justified in the empirical application by the observation of a very high contracting turnover in the Bukidnon area studied.
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According to the contract signed, the Principal pays the agent s t ( y t ) at the end of crop season t. Let U(s t ( y t )) À C(e t ) and y t À s t ( y t ) denote the Agent's and Principal's instantaneous utility functions. C(Á) (increasing, convex and twice differentiable) is the cost of effort or its disutility and U(Á) a Von Neumann -Morgenstern utility function increasing and concave. The Principal is risk neutral. Agent's utility is separable between income and leisure and his exogenous reservation utility is U. We don't explicitly model the fact that households could be both landlords and tenant with respect to different plots, this happens very seldom in the data and we assume abusively and for simplicity that these decisions are independent.
Intertemporal optimization and land value
Assuming that the decision criterium of landowners depends on the value of the expected profits derived from land exploitation, we first study the property and determinants of the value of income streams. This will help us draw testable implications on land tenure choices by landowners according to the land value (an information potentially available in agricultural data sets and actually in the Philippine data used).
The Principal designs and proposes a contract that maximizes his intertemporal utility (additively separable with discount factor da [0, 1] 
The landowner's alternative to sell the land instead of continuing to lease out can be ruled out if we assume that the land sales market is almost completely inactive because of liquidity constraints of potential buyers and imperfect financial markets.
4 As (IR t ) and (IC t ) are period-specific, random terms and reservation utility assumed stationary, the value function v is a solution to the ''Bellman equation'' in w(Á):
wðxÞ ¼ max sðÁÞs:t:ðICÞ;ðIRÞ
where z = eg (x, e) and v(z) represents the optimal value that the Principal can get at the beginning of next period when land quality is equal to z. As the tools of contract theory (see Hart and Holmstrom, 1987) do not provide enough characterization of the optimal contracts to derive formal properties of v(Á) (in particular concerning its monotonicity), we will restrict the analysis to linear contracts 5 of the form s( y) = ay + b with a z 0 being the share of production promised to the tenant. The value function properties will be helpful to derive testable implications of landowners' choices according to the land value observed in the data, rather than an unobservable fertility index. With perfect information, one can easily show that the land value is an increasing and concave function of fertility x, and under imperfect information (proof in Appendix A.1):
Proposition 2.1. When the Agent is risk neutral, the land value function is increasing and concave.
With risk neutrality, the land value endogenously derived in the model is equal to the first best one where the Agent's effort is enforceable. When the Agent is risk averse, comparative statistics are more complicated. Then, we choose simple and plausible sufficient assumptions to derive interesting testable implications. 4 The Principal's objective will not be modified if land prices equal exactly the long-term value provided to the owner by agricultural contracts. 5 We could call upon bounded rationality to justify this behavior. However, simple incentive schemes like sharing rules are generally prevalent in the economy. Hart and Holmstrom (1987) argue that it can be caused by prohibitive costs of writing intricate contracts but also by a need for robustness with respect to other possible Agent's choices. Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987) show that linear contracts are optimal in a continuous time framework when errors are normal and the Agent has constant absolute risk aversion.
Assumption 1a. The ratio f e /f is weakly increasing with fertility ((D/Dx) ( f e /f ) z 0).
Assumption 1b.
The ratio f e /f is constant with fertility ((D/Dx) ( f e /f )) = 0). Assumption 2. The land fertility and effort are complementary in production ( f ex z 0).
Assumption 3. The marginal negative impact of effort on fertility decreases with the fertility level ( g ex z 0).
The production functions of the Cobb -Douglas form satisfy Assumptions 1a, 1b and 2. Assumption 3 says that the marginal negative effect of effort on fertility is constant or decreasing with the fertility level. Less fertile plots are also more fragile.
Assumption 4. Third-order effects compared to second-order ones are negligible in comparative statics.
This approximation assumption is not always needed in the remainder of the paper but sometimes helps exhibiting simple cases. The proof of the proposition is in Appendix A.3. Proposition 2.2. If the Agent is risk averse, under Assumptions 1a, 2, 3 and 4 or Assumptions 1b, 2 and 3, the land value function is increasing and concave.
Optimal incentives
The Principal's objective is to maximize the expected sum of the current period utility and the future discounted land value, i.e. (1 À a)y À b + dv(z), where v(Á) is the solution of the Bellman equation. It is then easy to show that the first best contract consists in enforcing the optimal effort level, e*, defined by the following first-order condition f e À U À 1V (U + C(e*))C e + E[edvV]g e = 0 6 , and in paying the Agent a fixed wage, leaving him with his reservation utility. As usual, full insurance is provided to the risk averse Agent while the risk neutral Principal bears all the risk. In the case of imperfect information on Agent's action, we prove in Appendix A.2 that Pareto efficiency is achieved if and only if the Agent is risk neutral and that: Proposition 2.3. The slope of the second best optimal contract verifies 7 :
We get a trade-off between production incentives, fertility incentives and sharing of production risk. The first term equals one and corresponds to the optimal share when the tenant is risk neutral and fertility is not worth for the landowner (fixed rent contract). The 6 It is sufficient because v is increasing concave. The first best effort may be zero, in which case, the firstorder condition is an inequality and the optimal use of land is to leave it fallow.
7 With a risk averse Principal (utility function V ):
P. Dubois / Journal of Development Economics 68 (2002) 35-64 second term characterizes the trade-off between incentives in production and incentives in investment in fertility. The third term comes from the trade-off between incentives and risk sharing. Since 1 À EvUV/EUV > 0 (U concave), the risk sharing term reduces the value of a*, and the tenant bears less risk (Appendix A.2 shows that e a >0 in the risk neutral case, but with risk aversion, income effects make comparisons more difficult).
As effort has opposite influences on production and on land fertility, the optimal contract has low powered incentives even with risk neutrality (share smaller than one) and is not a fixed rent as usual (Stiglitz, 1974; Newbery and Stiglitz, 1979; Otsuka et al., 1992) , but a share contract with a fixed part maintaining the Agent to his reservation utility level. The risk sharing argument is not necessary to explain share contracts because investment in fertility can motivate them. The optimal contract depends on land quality, which may explain the different patterns of contracts even without heterogeneity in preferences. It explains why a landowner may decide to self-cultivate or lease out land plots and why he chooses different contracts for different plots.
Decision to lease out
To analyze the landowner's choice to lease out a plot of land, we compare the value of delegation (leasing out) and of self-cultivation for the landowner. If the agent is risk neutral, the second best land value equals the first best value. Otherwise, the second best value is lower than the first best one because of the risk sharing trade-off. With Assumptions 1b, 2 and 3 we have the following proposition (proof in Appendix A.4):
Proposition 2.4. Under imperfect information, when the Agent is risk averse and the second best effort is lower than the first best (i.e. when higher incentives increase effort), the efficiency loss increases with land fertility.
The second best effort is likely to be lower than the first best since Eq. (3) shows that the risk sharing term will generally lead to less incentive contracts and therefore to a smaller level of effort if the utility function is such that increasing incentives actually leads to increase the implemented effort (which is the case generally considered in the share tenancy literature).
b
Difference in the land valuation between leasing out and self-cultivation: gap between the valuations of fertility for self-cultivation and delegation due to the asymmetry in the cost of effort between Principal and Agent An implicit assumption of the Principal -Agent model is that the delegation of production is worth it for the Principal because its cost of effort is sufficiently larger than that of the Agent. We also assume that a landowner can eventually hire laborers to work on his land but that he then has to monitor them (otherwise they provide no effort), which is costly to the landowner. Modelling this assumption explicitly, we compare the valuation of self-cultivation by landowner (v sc ) and the valuation of leasing out in the risk neutral case (v fb ).
Assumption 5. The marginal cost of effort of the landowner is larger than that of the tenant.
Proposition 2.5. Under Assumptions 2, 3 and 5, the difference between the value of leasing out land to a risk neutral agent and the value of self-cultivation increases with fertility.
This proposition (proved in Appendix A.5) means that the difference between the value of land when the landowner delegates its use to a risk neutral peasant for whom effort is less costly and the value of self-cultivation is increasing with fertility. Under risk neutrality, the first best is achieved but as fertility increases, the optimal effort increases and becomes more and more costly for the landowner in comparison to the peasant.
Assume that a landowner chooses to lease out if the difference v sc À v sb between the value of self-cultivation (v sc ) and the value of land delegation to a risk averse Agent (v sb ) is lower than some unobserved landowner-specific effect e (a kind of fixed cost), randomly distributed with cumulative distribution function F. The probability that a landowner leases out a plot of land is
(except in the particular case where the risk averse Agent supplies a higher effort than in the first best). The probability of delegation can increase or decrease with land fertility according to which of either terms dominate. It decreases when the efficiency loss of delegation dominates the valuation gap given by the difference in effort cost between both parties. In this case, the landowner's preference to self-cultivate increases even if it is more costly for him because the efficiency loss of the delegation is too high.
In addition, when the Agent is risk neutral,
, the probability of delegation for a plot of land increases with its fertility (this prediction does not depend on whether the landowner cares about future fertility). The empirical study of the probability of delegation (leasing out) with respect to the land value can then provide an empirical test of the presence of risk aversion.
Predictions and testable implications
It seems important to test if the inclusion of fertility dynamics in the share-tenancy model is empirically relevant? The correlation between contract incentives and land value could behave according to the existing canonical model of Stiglitz (1974) . The complete comparative statics for the compared predictions are in Appendix A.6 and summarized in the following.
First, the optimal incentives of the contract depend on the possibility of land overuse and on its fertility level. This prediction depends on the technological assumptions made on f and g, and in particular on the fact that effort has a negative effect on fertility ( g e < 0).
In the case where effort is fertility neutral ( g e = 0), then the predictions are exactly the same as that of the pure static sharing model (à la Stiglitz). This will be important in the empirical tests since technological effects across crops may be different.
Under risk neutrality, sharecropping and the optimal share of production going to the tenant is increasing with land fertility. Actually, with some technical conditions or simply if fertility and labor are separable or substitutes in the production function (which is the case for the Cobb-Douglas functions) and if g ex z 0 (meaning that the marginal negative impact of effort on fertility level, can be seen as a formal consequence of fragile land, which can be more damaged than better ones), then a(Á) will be increasing.
9 Finally, if the tenant is risk averse (for example with Constant Absolute Risk Aversion utility), we show that the optimal incentives are likely to decrease with land fertility in the pure risk sharing model. 10 Optimal incentives increase with land fertility if the production/investment tradeoff, due to the marginal land value influence, dominates the risk sharing trade-off. The probability that a landowner leases out a plot of land can be increasing or decreasing with its fertility level but is increasing if the Agent is risk neutral. Table 1 shows the predictions on the optimal choices (leasing out and contract) according to x, which are the same with respect to land value since we showed that it is an increasing function of x in our structural model. The landowner compares the value of delegation with the maximum value of delegating by sharecropping or by fixed rent. If a landowner decides to lease out, it can be through a sharecropping contract or a fixed rent contract. In this simultaneous choice framework, we of course don't observe what was the preferred form of contract of a landowner who decided not lease out, but this can be accounted for in the econometrics. These predictions on the determinants of the joint choice allow to perform tests between the competing models and to determine which of the four alternatives best rationalizes the data. As is generally implicitly done in most empirical studies, we assume that the tenant's preferences are homogeneous because we don't observe their characteristics in the data.
It is worth noting that we derived cross-sectional predictions from our dynamic model in order to check whether empirical evidence supports it. However, the importance of dynamics, like cycles, in the decision to leave land fallow is not ruled out. The optimal 
tenurial-cultivation choice (sharecropping or fixed rent if the landowner decides to lease out and own cultivation or leaving land fallow otherwise) depends on the fertility level which changes over time. As fertility can increase or decrease from one period to the other, it can give rise to different schemes of fertility cycles and cyclical patterns of land allocation and fallow. It is commonly admitted that leaving land fallow is generally intended to let the soil rest when fertility is low. The model gives a possible rationale to the observed cyclical behaviors thanks to fertility dynamics (Dubois, 1998b) .
Empirical evidence from a rural area of the Philippines
The main relevant question concerns the empirical relevance of our dynamic model, and whether it can be distinguished from the canonical framework (Stiglitz, 1974) or from other existing models explaining tenancy contracts (Allen and Lueck, 1993; Laffont and Matoussi, 1995) .
Among the few studies on sharecropping caring about land quality, Ai et al. (1996) and Shaban (1987) include soil type and irrigation characteristics as explanatory variables to control for this kind of heterogeneity. In a transaction costs model with risk neutrality, Allen and Lueck (1992 , 1993 point out the importance of the difference between the farmer's perceived cost of land and its true cost. Using US data on agricultural contracts, they find that the probability of a sharecropping contract increases with the possibility of soil overuse by the farmer. Actually, cultivating row crops (such as corn) is more likely to induce excessive tilling, which raises production in the short run but also leads to wind erosion, nutrient depletion and loss of moisture in the fields. On the other hand, irrigation is negatively related to the probability of sharecropping because irrigated land cannot be overused by the farmer. The econometric study of Allen and Lueck may suffer from endogeneity biases, but it remains very insightful on the various factors determining tenancy forms. Except for the papers of Allen and Lueck, empirical studies about sharecropping generally rely on data on tenants' behavior, and very few use data on landowners. We want to assess the relationship between land quality, production technology (depending on the cultivated crop) and contract by looking at the landowner's decisions.
Features of the surveyed rural area
The Philippine data are drawn from a survey conducted by IFPRI and RIMC 11 in the South Bukidnon Province of Mindanao. The sample consists in 448 households from 10 villages.
12 Information is available on land tenure and land ownership, demographic characteristics, consumption and nutrition, asset ownership, off-farm labor supply. Table 2 gives descriptive statistics of the variables. Each household was interviewed four times at 4-month intervals. A remarkable feature of these data is that an estimate by the owner of the value of each plot under each tenancy status is available. As shown by Bouis and Haddad (1990) , land contracts between landlords and tenants are frequent in this rural area. It is to be noted that the Philippines land reform law, requiring the transformation of share tenancy to leasehold tenancy, has been slow to implement and its application is very disparate across islands of the archipelago. Otsuka (1991) studies the consequences of the land reform decree of 1972 in the Luzon and Panay Islands during the late 1970s and the 1980s. In Mindanao, its implementation happened much later. In particular, it had not yet been implemented at the time of the survey (1984 -1985) in the Bukidnon region. The frequency of share tenancy in our sample also proves it.
In this region in the Philippines, land transactions are rare and access to credit is almost impossible. In our sample, average owned land areas over all households are small (about 2.11 ha by household or 0.26 ha by person) and more than 57% of households are landless. The average owned area of landowners is more than 6.1 ha. Moreover, the average population density in the rural area studied is 149 inhabitants per square kilometer, so that land is a scarce factor of production. There are spot markets for wage labor. In the contractual relationship, land being scarce, while labor is abundant, landowners have monopsony power on the labor market and monopoly power on the land market. The assumption that landlords are much less risk averse than tenants can be supported by the fact that, in the surveyed area, most landlords own several plots of land rented out at fixed rent or on a share basis, and moreover, the average real income per capita of tenants and wage laborers is half that of households who own some plot of land (PhP27.7 against PhP51.4 per week). Landlords are truly richer than leasing in tenants. These descriptive features support the use of a partial equilibrium analysis and the Principal -Agent framework.
Besides, Bouis and Haddad (1990) report that land fertility is an important factor in the determination of yields and agricultural incomes. They report that, according to a very large majority of peasants, land fertility decreased over the 1960s to the 1980s, and that corn yields had dramatically fallen due to fertility decrease. Consequently, agricultural incomes fell and almost all landowners were aware of this problem. Maintaining land is a sensitive issue. Land value clearly depends on its fertility. It seems legitimate to consider b The orthogonality tests assume that the two distance variables are excluded from the contract choice equation and serve as ''instruments'' to identify the discrete choice of crop.
that the management of the fertility of the land is an important issue in the economic and organizational choices of landowners. Sharecropping is practiced using different production shares. In the empirical analysis, we have to pool all sharecropping contracts in the category because the data do not provide the share rates for rented out plots of land. Thanks to those reported only for the rented in plots of land, we know however that three prevalent sharing rules are used, 1/4, 1/3, and 1/2 for the sharecropper. 13 We study the leasing out behavior of landowners to test our model against possible alternatives. We only distinguish between two systems of leasing out: fixed rent contracts and sharecropping contracts, because we cannot take into account the value of the share ratios. A few observations on landowners could not be used because of inconsistent responses (nine cases). According to Bouis and Haddad (1990) , three main crops are grown in the Philippine area studied: corn (dry), and sugar and rice (generally using irrigation systems).
The theoretical model developed above considers the case of short-term contracts only. Though long-term contracts would mitigate the conflict of interest between parties in the land maintenance. However, the terms of the contracts often change, but we do not know if it is a renegotiation with the same tenant or if the tenant has changed. For example, during the survey, the frequency of modified sharecropping contracts per year was equal to 52% and the frequency of modified rent contracts was equal to 47%. Unfortunately, we do not have the duration of contracts in our data. However, these large rates are likely to reflect that contracts are generally short-term even if we cannot strictly control for the heterogeneity of contract lengths in the estimations.
Incentives, land value and cropping system
In the case of corn, incentives to produce are bad for land quality while they are not of much importance in the production of rice or sugar. Then, the model predicts that incentives must be smaller for corn production and that for corn, a larger output share should be given to the tenant when the land quality is better.
The value of each plot is evaluated by the landowner (the land value per hectare is used). We test whether the likelihood of fixed rent versus share contracts is increasing with land value using a probit specification (some preliminary non-parametric tests of independence of the distribution of contracts among the land value quantile strongly reject the independence, meaning that the contract choice is actually correlated with the land value). The increasing relationship between v(x) and x allows to implement the empirical tests with the land value instead of the unobserved fertility index without modifying the predicted signs of coefficients.
As shown in Table 3 , in the decision of landlords, a sharecropping contracts is more likely when corn is produced than for rice or other productions (the reference crop is sugar and other crops). This result is consistent with the prediction that in the case of corn production, the risk of soil exploitation by the renter leads the landowner to propose a lower incentive contract (sharecropping against fixed rent). For better lands, the probability of fixed rent rather than share-tenancy increases. As the contract choice may also depend on the landowner's risk preferences, we introduce some observable characteristics which are likely to be correlated with risk aversion in order to control for this heterogeneity. As exogenous agricultural risk could be different between areas because of climatic and other environmental differences, we included village dummies in all the probit regressions. Several specification tests like testing for omitted variables, homoscedasticity 14 have been made (Dubois, 1998a) and allowed to validate the estimation. Moreover, estimations of finite sample bias with bootstrap and indirect inference techniques showed that the inference is robust.
Crop-specific effects
Conditional, on the technology, if the production effort is damaging for land, as commonly admitted for corn production, then the optimal share of production should be strictly smaller than one and be increasing with land quality. As the production function and fertility dynamics depend on cultivated crops, we analyze the contract choice by decomposing the land value with crop dummies. As shown, the likelihood of a fixed rent contract against sharecropping is lower for corn production than for rice or sugar production, and is higher for higher land values.
Is there a bias from the endogeneity of crop choices?
It could be argued however that as the crop cultivated on the leased out plot is a decision variable for landowners or farmers, there is some endogeneity bias in the estimates of Table 3 . To check if the endogeneity of crop choices actually biases the coefficients, we test statistical exogeneity. The test consists of recasting the model in a two-dimensional one.
In a first step, one implements a Lagrange Multiplier test (n) of no correlation between crop choice, C i , and contract choice, y 2i , including exogenous ''instrumental'' variables z i in the crop determination. This step tests the lack of simultaneous equation bias in the contract choice. In a second step, we test the validity of instruments by another score test (f) of nullity of the coefficients of the instrumental variables in the contract equation, i.e. we test the exclusion of these z i from the contract choice because they could be omitted variables in the contract choice. This step is an over-identifying restrictions test. However, if we do not want to arbitrarily exclude some exogenous variables of one or another equation of the bivariate discrete choice model of contract and crop, then its identification relies on the normality assumption of residuals. Consequently, the test of exclusion of some ''instruments'' in the crop choice equation relies implicitly on normality unless we arbitrarily exclude some other exogenous variables which are not testable (unless, again, we trust identification from normality). Implementing the tests, either by relying on 14 Assuming that residuals could depend on a set of exogenous variables z, we can write var (g)=(exp(lz)) 2 in the latent model y 2i * = x i c + g i . We can make a Lagrange Multiplier test of l = 0. We made several heteroscedasticity tests showing that we cannot reject homoscedasticity with respect to variables such as owned land area, owned total land value, household size. normality or by excluding some exogenous explanatory variables, which did not appear to have a significant effect (in the estimation relying on normality), we found the same qualitative results. 15 The orthogonality tests presented are those excluding the distances from the contract choice equation to estimate the crop choice equation. The corresponding over-identifying test shows that distance variables are not omitted in the contract choice equation when considering that crops are truly statistically exogenous in the contract equation. Of course, this part of the test assumes either that the bivariate probit discrete choice is correctly identified (normality of error terms leading to erroneously accept exogeneity) or that some exogenous variables are excluded from at least one equation (which is not testable without relying on normality but is considered to provide a more robust identification of the bivariate probit model).
The results of these orthogonality tests for corn are in Table 3 and show that we cannot reject the hypothesis of no-simultaneity bias. The same tests made in the case of rice allow us not to reject the null hypothesis with even more confidence.
The distance variables which strongly determine the crop grown are also included in the contract equation as shown in the first two columns of Table 3 , with or without the crop dummy variables. In both cases, they appear non-significant and do not remove the land value effect. We have no structural model that gives a meaning to the sign of variable coefficients in the auxiliary equation for crops but we can give some interpretation. Actually, it seems that the crop cultivated depends on location (distances are proxy variables). It can be a consequence of the difference in profitability or riskiness of corn production versus sugar production which depends on the location of the landowners. Actually, sugarcane is more profitable than corn (see Bouis and Haddad, 1990) only if cultivated near the sugar mill.
Landowners unobserved specific effects
In relation to the model, heterogeneity in risk aversion or in time preferences leads theoretically to different choices resulting from the trade-off between risk sharing, production and fertility investment. In order to account for the heterogeneity of landowners, we introduce some landowners specific effects in the latent model writing: a ijt = ax jjt + a i + u ijt , where a ijt is the incentive slope of the contract given by landlord i on plot j at time t. The observation of different contracts on different plots of the same landowner allows us to compute a ''within-landowner, between-plots'' estimate. Supposing that the specific effect is randomly normally distributed in the population of landowners, we can estimate a random effects probit model. Because time variation is not sufficient for the algorithm to converge, we cannot estimate the random effects probit with period-specific effects and only time dummies are used. Table 3 shows that the empirical results remain robust to these unobserved landlords' specific effects.
Finally, we deduce that the canonical model is insufficient to explain the empirical findings, whereas our model is consistent with empirical regularities (as long as the assumptions of the theoretical model are valid).
15 I thank Andrew Foster for leading me to clarify this point.
Simultaneous choice to lease out and of contract
Another economic and econometric contribution is that we are able to avoid the sample selection bias that plagues studies on tenancy choices. Contracting choices are generally explained on the basis of observed sets of contracts only. The choice set of landowners is broader and the contract choice is simultaneous to the choice to contract. As there is no reason to a priori think that they are independent, the contract choice equation may suffer from a selection bias problem. Formally, denoting y 1i * the latent variable governing the decision to lease out a land plot: y 1i * , the landowner decides to lease out land if y 1i * >0. He chooses between fixed rent or share tenancy according to y 2i * and y 2i = 1 y 2i * >0 is one for fixed rent and zero for the share tenancy. Writing the full econometric model with the bivariate censored form: y 1i = 1 y 1i * >0, y 2i = 1 y 2i * >0 observed if y 1i = 1 where the latent model is Table 4 are consistent with the predictions of the model. The estimated correlation parameter q shows that there is some selectivity bias in the probit regressions on the sample of landowners who lease out some land. 16 Results found previously on the determinants of the contract choice carry over and are robust to the inclusion of land left fallow by landowners in the non-leasing out choice for a plot.
An important issue is to determine how the probability to lease out a plot of land evolves according to its value. A probit estimation of the decision to delegate the use of land on the land value per hectare shows it is increasing with land value (controlling for other explanatory variables: land area owned, owned assets, corn and rice dummies, household size, education of father and mother, village and time dummies). This result The log likelihood function is maximized using the procedure MAXLIK of the software GAUSS 3.2, implementing the method of Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno. a t values in parentheses.
may suggest that the efficiency loss induced by delegation never offsets the increased cost induced by self-cultivation. However, estimation results using different specifications (logarithmic and with powers of land value per hectare) in Table 5 show different results.
The maximum of the parabolic approximation is at a land value of PhP5557 per ha. (corresponding to the 78th percentile of the distribution of plot values per hectare). In the first specification, one can say that the probability for a landowner to cultivate himself a plot of land is strictly decreasing with its fertility. With the second specification, the probability for a landowner to cultivate a plot of land instead of delegating its use is Ushaped with respect to the fertility level.
17 In the first model, the inefficiency loss of land delegation never dominates the cost difference between the landowner and the peasant. In the second, the efficiency loss dominates the effect of the cost difference for high land values. 17 Taking into account unobserved specific effects of landowners that could represent heterogeneity in the cost of effort, we estimated the random effect probit model of choice to lease out. It gave the same results with respect to the U-shape and similar coefficients. Vuong test nx n 2 = 9.79 n
In order to test between these two specifications to know which one is the closest to the true model, we implement the inference procedure of Vuong (1989) , which derives some likelihood ratio tests between strictly non-nested or overlapping models. The test consists of two steps, the first tests if the variance of the likelihood ratio statistic is significantly different from zero, meaning that the two models are distinguishable. In the case of Table  5 , the variance is nŵ n 2 = 9.79. Its asymptotic distribution is a weighted sum of chi-squares whose weights are the 47 eigenvalues 18 of a variance covariance matrix, Ŵ n and a Monte Carlo simulation shows that the statistic corresponds to the 94% critical level. This allows to infer that models are distinguishable. The second step tests between both non-nested models thanks to the likelihood ratio statistic, n À 1/2 LR n (hˆn, ĉ n )/ŵ n = À 6.55, which is far below the 1% significance level of the standard normal distribution. Therefore, we can reject the null hypothesis that both models are equivalent in favor of G c being better than F h . Implementing the test with adjusted LR statistics corresponding to Akaike and Schwarz information criteria, we obtained the same results (we found, respectively À 6.24 and À 5.45).
The test shows that the second model performs better than the first. We conclude that the probability that a landowner delegates the use of a plot of land is indeed inverse Ushaped, i.e. it is increasing below some fertility level and decreasing above. It means that for high land values, the efficiency loss of delegation is too large and the landowner himself prefers to cultivate the plot of land even if he has a higher marginal cost of effort.
18 Eigenvalues range from À 1.27 to 0.57. This empirical result is inconsistent with the assumption that agents are risk neutral because of the presence of an efficiency loss. It confirms the presence of risk aversion and rejects a pure ''transaction cost'' approach where people contracts would be explained only by the land conservation argument without risk aversion behavior. Therefore, the joint empirical findings on contract incentives and on the leasing out decision seem to be inconsistent with the pure risk sharing model but not with our model. 
Non-parametric estimation
In order to check whether the empirical U-shape function, found for the probability to lease out with respect to land value per hectare, is not due to the parametric assumption of error terms and the quadratic specification on land value, we estimate the probability of leasing out land non-parametrically. Writing y 1i * = r(x i ) + e i and y 1i = 1 y 1i * >0, we estimate r(x) with a Nadaraya -Watson kernel estimatorrðxÞ
We can also include other explanatory variables z and estimate r(x, z) with multivariate kernels. Fig. 1 shows the estimated regression function 20 of the decision to contract on the land value per hectare (per PhP1000). However, does this U-shape persist when other explicative variables are introduced? Including them sequentially, we can estimate and plot the regression functions.
The three-dimensional plots (Fig. 2) show the estimates of the regression functions when another variable is included. Globally, the inverse U-shape of land value remains in all cases (the variables included are total owned area, household size, household members by owned hectare of land, education of father, education of mother, age of household head). These empirical facts confirm the results obtained when we control for all variables simultaneously in the parametric regressions.
Conclusion and development policy implications
This Principal -Agent model of moral hazard with a stock variable in the production function allowed us to show the importance of land fertility in the determination of the optimal contract. The optimal contract depends on the technology of production and the land fertility dynamics as well as risk aversion. We derived an endogenous land value function and testable implications about the form of the contract. Because of the longterm/short-term conflict of objectives and the damaging effect on fertility of land overuse, the second best contract is a sharing arrangement even if agents are risk neutral. This is an original point of this model in the literature on land tenancy. Optimal incentives depend on 19 In the canonical model with an agent having a very decreasing risk aversion, the optimal incentives can be increasing with fertility. But then we would expect the probability of delegation to be increasing for high fertility levels where the optimal contract is nearly a fixed rent and the second best reaches the first best. On the contrary, the probability of delegation is decreasing at high fertility levels meaning that this very special case of utility shape could not explain the empirical results in the canonical model. 20 Estimation with Gaussian kernel and bandwidth h = 1.14. Results are similar with Epanechnikov kernel.
the possibility of land overuse and on its fertility level. The model explains why a landowner uses different contracts on different plots of land. The leasing out decision of a landowner depends on the difference in cost of effort between the landowner and the peasant and the efficiency loss due to the delegation to a risk averse agent. From the empirical study, the most important results are that the pure risk sharing model and the pure transaction cost approach are rejected in this area in the Philippines, while our model integrating both trade-off seems to be empirically consistent. Landlords choose more incentive contracts (fixed rent versus share tenancy) for more valuable plots of land and less incentive ones when cropping practices, such as for corn, induce more land overuse. The probability of leasing out a plot of land is inverse U-shaped with respect to land value. Using these Philippines data, the predictions of our model are empirically consistent, a fact explained by our model and showing that risk sharing cannot be ruled out. Finally, the soil quality appears to be an important economic factor in the choice of tenancy agreements. This is to be considered for policy design with respect to land conservation, production levels and efficiency of agricultural organizations. Actually, it is often argued that development policies recommending the prevention of sharecropping contracts in favor of renting at fixed rate must be accompanied by measures allowing the improvement of access to insurance because sharecropping provides risk sharing to the tenant. However, we showed that even with risk neutrality, a sharecropping contract can be optimal if commitment failure prevents the credible use of long-term contracts leading to a conflict between short-term and long-term interests between the landlord and the tenant. Leasing at fixed rent can have deleterious effects on long-term production because of the impoverishment of land. Therefore, policies promoting the enforcement of long-term contracts may be necessary in addition to giving access to insurance. Social institutions able to improve the enforcement of long-term contracts with formal agreements would likely incite landlords to use long-term agreements. Moreover, our model shows that the decisions of landowners to lease out land being also endogenous, the regulation of contracting institutions may have an impact not only on contracting practices but also on leasing out decisions of landowners, who may prefer to manage land cultivation themselves (hiring laborers) instead of leasing out at fixed rent to tenant. Reforms of contracting institutions may then have consequences on access to land via the land rental market. For example, if long-term commitment is not credible, preventing sharecropping may impose the use of short-term fixed rent contracts giving too much land overuse incentives to be used by landowners who may prefer either to manage cultivation themselves or to leave land fallow. An important implication for development policy design when land is unequally distributed in quantities and in qualities. In the case of perfect information, the proof is straightforward and consists of defining an operator T relating the expected value at the end of the period and the expected value at the beginning of the period. The value function is the fixed point of T. It is increasing and concave because T is a contraction mapping which maps the space of increasing concave functions onto itself. We now turn to the imperfect information case.
In the case of risk neutrality, the value function is the first best one and the proof is straightforward. However, the method (Stokey et al., 1989) , consists of defining an operator, T, which is shown to be a contraction mapping with a unique fixed point which is increasing (and concave) because T maps the set of continuous (and concave) functions onto itself. In the risk neutral case, T is defined by TwðxÞ ¼ max az0 f ðx; eðx; aÞÞ À Cðeðx; aÞÞ À U þ dEwðegðx; eðx; aÞÞÞ ¼ f ðx; eðx; a*ðxÞÞÞ À Cðeðx; a*ðxÞÞÞ À U þ dEwðegðx; eðx; a*ðxÞÞÞÞ;
w h e r e a*ðxÞ ¼ arg max a f ðx; eðx; aÞÞ À Cðeðx; aÞÞ À U þ dEwðegðx; eðx; aÞÞÞ , and eðx; aÞ ¼ arg max e aE½mf ðx; eÞ À CðeÞ: To prove that the solution of the functional equation is an increasing function, it needs to show that if w is increasing, then Tw is also. The same applies for the concavity. With the envelope theorem (DTw)/(Dx) (x) = f x + dEew V g x + e x ( f e À C e ) + dEew Ve x g e = f x + dEew Vg x because af e = C e and (1 À a) f e + dEew Vg e = 0. If w V>0, then (DTw)/(Dx) (x)>0 because f x >0 and g x >0.
A.2. Proof of Proposition 2.3
The principal chooses the transfer function s( y)=(1 À a) y À b that maximizes his expected utility E[(1 À a) y À b + dv(z)] under the Individual Rationality constraint, and the following Incentive Compatibility constraint ea arg max e EU ðay þ bÞ À CðeÞ. Denoting e*, s* the first best effort and transfer. To implement the first best effort, e*, the contract must both respect the individual rationality constraint and give some incentives making s(Á) depend on production. If e* is implemented at the same cost than in the first best, i.e. E[ay + b] = s*, then, by Jensen's inequality and the concavity of the utility function: EU(ay + b) À C (e*) V U(s*) À C(e*) = U . The participation constraint is verified only if U is linear.
By the differentiable approach, the incentive constraint becomes aEmUVf e (x, e) = C e (e) and a straightforward derivation gives the following lemma:
Lemma 5.2. In the risk neutral case, the IC constraint defines an Agent's best answer effort supply e (a, x), differentiable such that e x = À af ex M and e a = À f e M with M À 1 = af ee À C ee < 0. Hence, e a >0 and f ex e x >0.
This lemma allows us to say that effort is strictly increasing with incentive power, a, whereas it is strictly increasing or decreasing with fertility x as fertility and labor are complementary or substitutes in the production function. The first-order condition of the maximization program directly gives the proposition.
A.3. Proof of Proposition 2.2
We need to prove that if w is increasing then Tw is also increasing w h e r e TwðxÞ ¼ max a ð1 À aÞE½mf ðx; eðx; aÞÞ À bðx; aÞ þ dEwðegðx; eðx; aÞÞÞ . Wi t h the envelope theorem, DTw Dx ¼ ð1 À aÞ½f x þ e x f e À Db Dx AU þdEewVðg x þ g e e x Þ. Differentiating the equation defining b (x, a) we have Db Dx
and C ee À aEUVf ee À a 2 E 2 UWf 2 e > 0 .
We know that 0 < (EmUV)/(EU V) < 1. Hence, supposing Em 2 UU À EmUUEmUV/EUV is positive or small in magnitude if negative, we have e a >0 and e x of the sign of f ex like in the risk neutral case. If f ex z 0 then a V 1, e x z 0 and (DTw)/(Dx) z 0. Also we have,
if e a z0 and f ex f À f e f x z0 i:e: D Dx ðf e =f Þ z 0 .
For Cobb-Douglas production functions we have f ex f À f e f x = 0. For the concavity, we need that w concave implies that Tw is also. As f xx V 0, g xx V 0, wW V 0, a n d
. Hence, assuming that third-order effects are negligible, i.e. that second-order effects dominate higher order ones,
A.4. Proof of Proposition 2.4
Assume there is a given value function w. The value of the first best and second best problems are the fixed point of the operators T f b and T sb defined by: T f b wðxÞ ¼ max e f ðx; eÞ À CðeÞ À U þ dEwðegðx; eÞÞand T sb wðxÞ ¼ max a ð1 À aÞE½mf ðx; eðx; aÞÞ À bðx; aÞ þdEwðegðx; eðx; aÞÞÞ where b (x, a) allows to satisfy the individual rationality constraint. that e f b < e sb because in the second best, the landlord needs to share risk with Agent giving less incentives than that of the first best.
A.5. Proof of Proposition 2.5
Assume there is a given value function w. In the risk neutral case, the value of selfcultivation and of delegation (which is that of the first best since we are in the risk neutral case) are the fixed point of operators T sc and T fb defined by T i wðxÞ ¼ max e i ½f ðx; e i Þ À C i ðe i Þ À U i þ dEwðegðx; e i ÞÞ for i = sc, fb, where C fb and C sc are, respectively, the Agent's and Principal costs of effort. By the envelope theorem D Dx T i wðxÞ ¼ f x ðx; e i Þ þ dEew V ðegðx; e i ÞÞg x ðx; e i Þ. The implemented efforts are defined by f e ðx; e i Þ þ dEew Vðegðx; e i ÞÞg e ðx; e i Þ ¼ C i Vðe i Þ . As D De ½f e ðx; eÞ þ dEew Vðx; eÞ ¼ f ee ðx; eÞ þ dEe 2 w Wg 2 e ðx; eÞ þ dEw Vg ee ðx; eÞ < 0 ðbecause f ee < 0; g ee < 0; w W< 0; w V> 0Þ and C f b VðÁÞ < C sc VðÁÞ, we deduce that e sc < e f b . With f ex z 0, g e V 0, g ex z 0, w increasing concave, we have: : trade-off between production incentives and risk sharing (Stiglitz, 1974) : a*=1À(1ÀEmUV/EUV) f/e a f e . b Encompassing Model [2] : this model with moral hazard on land fertility use (Proposition 2.3): a*=1À(1ÀEmUV/EUV) f/e a f e +EedmVg e /f e .
A.6.1. Risk neutrality
Assuming risk neutrality for both contractors, the model of pure moral hazard in production would predict the choice of fixed rent contracts whatever the land value (the empirical evidence is obviously contrary to this prediction, whereas our model remains consistent with data even under risk neutrality of agents). As a benchmark, we remark that the production -land value trade-off is monotone with respect to land fertility:
Assumption 6. The function g governing fertility dynamics and land value are such that D 2 DeDx ðEev Á gÞz0.
It is always the case with v increasing concave and Assumption 3 ( g ex z0), but the condition D 2 /DeDx( f+EedmÁg)z0 is sufficient and less restrictive. where denominator is negative. If f ex =0, (Da*(x))/(Dx)>0. As C ee f ex ð1 À aÞf e > 0; ðC ee f e À f ee C e Þ < 0; ðEemVg ex þ Ee 2 mWg e g x Þ > 0 and EemV g ee +Ee 2 mW g e 2 < 0. Supposing that (C ee f e À f ee C e )g ex + f ex C e g ee >0 and (C ee f e À f ee C e )g x + f ex C e g e >0 is sufficient. We must check that f ex is not too large, i.e. f ex < min ðf ee À C ee f e =C e Þ g x g e
; ðf ee À C ee f e =C e Þ g ex g ee because g ee V 0 and g ex z 0. 5 A.6.2. Risk sharing in the canonical model. First, by a continuity argument, the proposition established in the case of risk neutrality can be extended to the case of risk averse tenants having a small risk aversion. In the general case, the analysis is too complicated to derive exact implications and we need to make some approximations. The Principal's revenue is max a Rða; xÞ with R(a, x)=(1Àa)f(x, e (x, a))Àb(x, a) where b(x, a) is implicitly defined by the individual rationality constraint and e(x, a) by the incentive compatibility constraint. According to the envelope theorem bx, DR Da (a*(x), x)=0 and a*V(x)=ÀR ax /R aa . As R aa <0, the sign of a*V(x) depends on R ax =Àf x Àf e e x +(1 À a)f ex e a + f e e ax À b ax . As b x = À af x ErU V EU V , b ax =( À f x À af ex e a ) ErU
f ex e a þ f e e ax c À f x 1 À ErU V EU V À f e e x if third-order effects are neglected because 0 < EU V EU V < 1. Therefore, a * V(x) V 0.
Another argument is to say that the slope elasticity of production will be smaller with better land quality, i.e. that the direct land productivity increase dominates all other effects on effort's productivity and incentives. Moreover, we can presume that the increase of the insurance effect will be dominated by the elasticity of production. This is likely to be true when risk aversion does not decrease too fast. 21 Then the following term (1 À EmUV/EUV)/ g a f will be non-decreasing with x meaning a* will decrease with x in the canonical model. For Constant Absolute Risk Aversion utilities, we could approximate EmUV/ EUVg1 À afr A Varm where r A is the coefficient of absolute risk aversion. Then 1 À a* a* g r A Varf 2 e a f e and f 2 e a f e can be supposed non-decreasing with x because the increase of production squared is likely to dominate all other effects. Therefore, 1 À a a being decreasing in a, a (x) is a decreasing function of x.
22
In our dynamic model, we can easily see that Àg e af e Eev V will be decreasing with x for a sufficiently concave value function. In this case, a(x) will increase or decrease according to which term will dominate. 23
